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Spelling list: Characters in Rebecca

In  by Daphne du Maurier, a young woman marries the wealthy and mysterious Maxim de Winter Rebecca
and moves to his grand estate, Manderley. Haunted by the presence of Maxim's deceased first wife, 
Rebecca, the new Mrs. de Winter unravels the secrets that shroud the house.

Winter
The Narrator, a young and naive woman, struggles to fill the shoes of 

Rebecca as the new Mrs. de  .Winter

Maxim

 de Winter, a wealthy and enigmatic widower, becomes entangled in Maxim

a whirlwind romance with a young woman, drawing her into the dark 

mysteries of his past.

Danvers
Mrs.  , the housekeeper, maintains an eerie devotion to the memory Danvers

of Rebecca.

Rebecca
 , with her captivating beauty and enigmatic personality, casts a Rebecca

shadow over Manderley and its inhabitants.

Jack
 Favell, a cunning and manipulative cousin of Rebecca, threatens to Jack

expose dark secrets that could unravel the de Winter family.

Favell
Jack  , a cunning and manipulative cousin of Rebecca, threatens to Favell

expose dark secrets that could unravel the de Winter family.

Frank

 Crawley, the loyal and trusted estate manager, provides guidance Frank

and support to the new Mrs. de Winter in navigating the mysterious world of 

Manderley.

Crawley

Frank  , the loyal and trusted estate manager, provides guidance Crawley

and support to the new Mrs. de Winter in navigating the mysterious world of 

Manderley.

Beatrice
 Lacy, the sharp and perceptive sister of Maxim de Winter, offers a Beatrice

sympathetic ear and a source of comfort to the new Mrs. de Winter.

Lacy
Beatrice  , the sharp and perceptive sister of Maxim de Winter, offers a Lacy

sympathetic ear and a source of comfort to the new Mrs. de Winter.
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Julyan Colonel  , the local magistrate, investigates Rebecca's mysterious Julyan

death.
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